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Abstract 
Single computer and generic high-end computing are not sufficient to conduct complex 
geographic science analysis and simulations, which can only be successfully supported through 
distributed computers and spatial principles that widely exist in natural sciences. Spatial 
computing refers to the computing that utilizes the spatial principles and distributed computers 
for enabling the advancements of geographic sciences. Spatial principles govern the interaction 
of different scientific parameters and phenomena by providing the spatial connections and 
constraints to drive the evolution of the parameters and phenomena. Therefore, spatial computing 
studies could better position us to leverage the spatial principles in simulating, and ultimately, 
advancing geographic sciences. I will present how spatial computing can be utilized to support 
geographic sciences with three research examples: a) enabling geographic data/services search, 
access, and utilization, b) utilizing high-performance computing to support computing intensive 
geographic science applications, c) facilitating 4D spatial data visualization. 
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